In the seesaw model with hierarchical Dirac masses, the neutrino mixing angle exhibits the behavior of a narrow resonance. In general, the angle is strongly suppressed, but it can be maximal for special parameter values. We delineate the small regions in which this happens, for the two flavor problem. On the other hand, the physical neutrino masses are hierarchical, in general, except in a large part of the region in which the mixing angle is sizable, where they are nearly degenerate. It is also shown that, if one mixing angle is small, the three neutrino problem reduces to two, two flavor problems.
I. INTRODUCTION
The exciting development of recent experiments [1] has offered strong evidence for the existence of neutrino oscillation, from which one can infer about the intrinsic properties of the neutrinos. While the neutrino masses (mass differences) are found to be very tiny, there is a major surprise for the mixing angles. It is found that at least one, and possibly two, of the three mixing angles are large, or even maximal. This is in stark contrast to the situation in the quark sector, where all mixing angles are small.
Theoretically, the seesaw model [2] is very appealing in that it can offer a natural mechanism which yields small neutrino masses. However, owing to its complex matrix structure, it is not obvious what the implied patterns of neutrino mixing are. In a previous paper [3] , we found a parametrization which enabled us to obtain an exact solution to the two flavor seesaw model. When one makes the usual assumption that the Dirac mass matrix has a strong hierarchy, the physical neutrino mixing angle exhibits the narrow resonance behavior. For generic parameters in the Majorana mass matrix, the physical neutrino mixing angle is strongly suppressed. However, if the parameters happen to lie in a very narrow region, the mixing can be maximal.
In this paper we will expand on our earlier investigations and discuss in detail the behavior of the neutrino mixing matrix in the seesaw model. As was shown before, if we assume that the Dirac mass hierarchy is similar to that of the quarks, the problem has three relevant parameters associated with the Majorana sector, namely, the mixing angle, the ratio of masses, and their relative phase. We will present plots of the physical neutrino mixing angle and their mass ratio in the 3D parameter space. These will offer a bird's-eye view of their behaviors. In particular, the neutrino mixing angle is only appreciable in a very small region, which we exhibit explicitly. Furthermore, this region is complementary to the region in which there is appreciable physical neutrino mass hierarchy. Thus, roughly speaking, the seesaw model divides the 3D parameter space in two parts. There is a very small region in which the mixing angle is large, at the same time the neutrino masses are nearly degenerate. For most parameters, the mixing angle is small but there is a strong hierarchy in the mass eigenvalues. An exception to this picture is when the Majorana matrix has extreme hierarchy and very small mixing angle. In this tiny region, the physical neutrinos can be hierarchical and simultaneously their mixing angle is large (but not maximal).
The solution to the seesaw problem is most transparent in the parametrization introduced above. However, it is useful to make connections with the usual notation, where individual matrix elements are regarded as independent parameters. We obtain relations which clarify the roles played by the various parameters. They enable one to gain insights in understanding the numerical results presented in the 3D plots.
Finally, we turn to a discussion of the three neutrino problem. Although the principle involved here is the same as in the two neutrino problem, the algebra with the Gell-Mann λ matrices is far more complicated than that of the Pauli σ matrices. We are unable to obtain a general solution in this case. However, it is quite well-established that one of the neutrino mixing angles is small [4] . In this case, an approximate solution can be obtained. It turns out that, to lowest order, the three neutrino problem can be reduced to two, twoflavor problems. This solution can thus accommodate the "single-maximal" or "bimaximal" solutions that have been considered in the literature.
II. THE TWO FLAVOR PROBLEM
In a previous paper [3, 5] , an exact solution was obtained for the two flavor seesaw model. In this section, in addition to a summary of the earlier paper, further results will be presented.
For two flavors, the seesaw model
Thus, in the basis in which m D is diagonal, β is the mixing angle for M
−1
R while ±2γ are the phases of the eigenvalues. This parametrization shows clearly that the relevant variables in the diagonalization of m ν are ξ, α, β, γ and η. Of these, it is usually assumed that m 2 /m 1 can be identified with the known quark mass ratio. Also, α can be absorbed into U as part of the phase of the Dirac mass eigenvalues. For U ≃ I, in particular, it becomes the phase of the charged leptons and is not observable.
Note also that, apart from an overall constant, m ν is a product of 2×2, complex matrices with det = +1, i.e., it is an element of SL(2, C). Thus, we can identify m ν with an element of the Lorentz group, with ξ and η interpreted as rapidity variables.
To find the effective neutrino mixing matrix, we need to rearrange the matrices in m ν in a different order
Here, the physical neutrino masses are given by µ 1 and µ 2 , with their ratio given in terms of λ, while 4φ is their relative phase. We have also absorbed the phase α into ω ′ . The physical neutrino mixing matrix is given by UW , so that W is the induced mixing matrix from the seesaw mechanism. The left-handed Dirac mixing, U, in analogy to the quark sector, is often taken to be close to the identity, U ≃ I. In the following we will concentrate on the behavior of W only, corresponding to U ≃ I. However, when necessary, U can always be included in the final result.
As was shown before, the solution for W corresponds to that of the velocity addition problem in relativity, and one can readily obtain the answer by manipulating the Pauli matrices. We have [6] tan 2ω = Σ I Σ R coth 2ξ − cos 2β ,
tan 2θ = sin 2β/(cos 2ω cosh 2ξ) cos 2β − Σ R tanh 2ξ − Σ I tan 2ω ,
cosh 2λ = cosh 2ξ cosh 2η − cos 2β sinh 2ξ sinh 2η,
whereλ = λ + iφ,ξ = ξ − iω,η = η + iγ, and
Note the non-trivial contribution from tan 2ω in Eq. (10). To diagonalize the symmetric and complex mass matrix, U −1 m ν U * , as is detailed in the next section, it is necessary to multiply the mass matrix on either side by the same phase matrix. This phase matrix is precisely e −iω ′ σ 3 . Eq. (10) shows that, when m D is hierarchical (ξ ≫ 1), the neutrino mixing angle θ is small (tan θ ∼ e −2ξ ∼ m 1 /m 2 ), for generic values of the other parameters, β, η, and γ. However, when the denominator in Eq. (10) vanishes, θ is maximal. This is the resonance behavior mentioned before. In general, the seesaw mechanism suppresses the neutrino mixing angle. But when the resonance condition is met, it is enhanced and becomes maximal.
This behavior is quantified in Fig.1 , which is a 3D plot of the region sin 2 2θ > 0.5, within the parameter space spanned by cos 2β, γ and M 1 /M 2 . This region consists roughly of two parts. One runs along the edge cos 2β ≈ 1 and M 1 /M 2 ≪ 1, but γ can take values between 0 and π/4. The other region is tube-like, and "hugs" the back wall, γ ≈ π/4, with cos 2β ≈ tanh 2η. It is striking how small the region for sin 2 2θ > 0.5 is. Outside of this region, which consists of most of the parameter space, sin 2 2θ is tiny (∼ (m 1 /m 2 ) 2 ). This result is the analog of the familiar focusing mechanism in relativity. When a relativistic particle decays, most of the decay products are contained in a forward cone of opening angle ≤ 1/γ 0 , where γ 0 = 1/ 1 − v 2 /c 2 . This corresponds to the seesaw problem with the identification γ 0 = cosh 2ξ ≃ (m 2 /m 1 ). In Fig.2 , we blow up the region with a fixed cos 2β ≈ 1. It is seen that there is considerable structure when sin 2 2θ is maximal. In particular, the dependence on γ is highly non-trivial. From the scale in the figure, we see that large values of sin 2 2θ are confined in a very narrow region with width ∼ (m 1 /m 2 )
2 . Note also that, outside of the maximal Fig.3 shows the contents of Fig.1 in a 2D parameter space, with cos 2β = 1/2. It exhibits clearly the behavior of sin 2 2θ near γ = π/4. Here, the maximum of sin 2 2θ is attained at cos 2β = tanh 2η · tanh 2ξ with γ = π/4. Away from these values, sin 2 2θ drops off quickly. The width of the peak is of order (m 1 /m 2 ) in either ∆(M 1 /M 2 ) or ∆γ.
The behavior of physical neutrino mass ratio is depicted in Fig.4 , which exhibits the region of near degeneracy, µ 1 /µ 2 > 0. 5 
2 .
III. GENERAL PROPERTIES OF MASS MATRICES
In order to gain some insights about the results presented in the previous section, it is useful to study the general properties of symmetric, complex, matrices. We will first discuss the relations between different parametrizations of the mass matrices. These relations will shed light on the special properties of matrices of the seesaw type. They will also enable one to have a qualitative understanding of the results presented in Sec. II.
A. Parametrization of neutrino mass matrices
Within the framework of the seesaw model, the neutrinos are Majorana in nature, so that their matrices are symmetric and complex, in general. We first consider the case of two flavors,
Here, A, B, and C are arbitrary complex numbers. Without loss of generality, we assume that N is normalized so that detN = +1,
This matrix can be diagonalized by a unitary matrix U,
In terms of the eigenvalues (n 1 , n 2 ), η = 1 4 ln(n 2 /n 1 ). A convenient choice for U is in the Euler parametrization
The relation between the two parametrizations of N is given by
where we have used the notationη = η + iγ, ch2η ≡ cosh 2η, S 2β ≡ sin 2β, etc. Note that because of the condition AC − B 2 = 1, there are exactly four parameters in the three complex numbers A, B, and C. To understand the role played by the phase α, let us write
The diagonalization of N is easy provided that the phase of A − C and B are the same. In general, we can multiply N on either side by the same phase, e −iασ 3 ,
We now choose α so that the phase of (e −2iα A − e 2iα C) coincides with that of B:
In this case, the matrix e −iασ 3 Ne −iασ 3 can be diagonalized by e −iβσ 2 (e −iασ 3 Ne −iασ 3 )e iβσ 2 , with tan 2β = 2B e −2iα A − e 2iα C = real. It is also useful to introduce another variable,
Usingζ, Eq. (21) can be written as
Also, from Eq. (17),
Similarly,
We thus have
This relation can be regarded as a consistency check on the properties of N. For instance, if c 2β = 0 (maximal mixing), it implies that Imζ = 2α, and that Reζ = 0. Another constraint is that the phase of tanh 2η must be the same as that of tanh(ζ − 2iα). R to m ν a "seesaw transformation" (ST). In terms of the notation of the previous section, we define a ST from N to a new matrix M by
It is seen immediately that B and AC are invariant (
we can use the results above to derive simple relations between the parameters pertaining to M and to N. Thus, from the invariance of B under ST, we have immediately
i.e., S 2θ · sh2λ is an invariant, independent of ξ. One of its consequences is that the phase ofλ is tied to that ofη, since β and θ are both real. In fact, ifλ = λ + iφ, then tan 2φ · coth 2λ = tan 2γ · coth 2η = constant,
independent of ξ. In particular, ifη = η +iπ/4, sh2η is purely imaginary, then the imaginary part of λ must also be π/4, i.e., the mass eigenvalues must have opposite signs. Moreover, given β andη, the relation exhibits the complementary nature of θ and λ, large θ correlates with small λ, and vice versa. This behavior was already discussed in connection with the results of Fig.4 in Sec. II. From Eq. (23), the invariance of B/ √ AC yields tan 2θ = tan 2β
When the ST is hierarchical, ξ ≫ 1, it is clear that, for genericζ, the angle θ is suppressed (∼ 1/sh2ξ ∼ (m 1 /m 2 )). However, if ζ ≈ 2ξ, and if the phases in the denominator of Eq. (34) cancel, then θ becomes maximal. This was the behavior shown in Fig. 1 . It should also be mentioned that Eq. (34) reduces to Eq. (10) when one uses Eq. (26).
As another application, we note that a qualitative understanding of Fig.1 can be gleaned from Eqs. (17), (21), (27). Using Eq. (27), tan 2θ is given by Eq. (21) with the replacement (A, C, α) → (A ′ , C ′ , ω). It is seen that a necessary (but not sufficient) condition for a large tan 2θ is that |C| ≈ 0, for e 2ξ ≫ 1. From Eq. (17), this implies that ch2η ≈ cos 2β · sh2η. Because of the phase difference between ch2η and sh2η, this equation has only special solutions. Either 1) γ = π/4, so that cos 2β ≈ coth(2η + iπ/2) = tanh 2η, or 2) η → ∞, so that ch2η − cos 2β · sh2η ≈ e 2iγ e 2η (1 − cos 2β)/2, which can be negligible if cos 2β ≈ 1. These are the regions shown in Fig.1 . Consideration of phases and cancellation between the A ′ and C ′ terms give the detailed structure depicted in Figs.1-3 .
C. Parametrization of the three flavor matrix
As is clear from the previous discussions, the Euler parametrization is the most convenient for dealing with the two flavor problem. The generalization to three flavor, then, amounts to parametrizing an SU(3) element in the form (phase)(rotation)(phase). However, there are altogether eight parameters in SU(3) while each phase can only accommodate two. So there must also be an additional phase matrix contained in the rotational part of a general SU(3) matrix. This decomposition is of course none other than the familiar CKM matrix decomposition. Thus, for three flavors, the analog of Eq. (5) is
Like the CKM representation, the phase factor e iδ 3 λ 3 could be put in a different location, or one could use another diagonal λ matrix.
The seesaw problem for three flavors again aims at rewriting the matrices so that m ν is given as in Eq. (6), with W assuming the form of Eq. (35). As in the two flavor case, the exterior phase factors of W do not contribute to neutrino oscillations. An exact solution for the three flavor problem, however, is not easily obtained owing to the complexity of computing finite matrices involving the λ matrices. In the next section, we will present an approximate solution to the three neutrino problem.
IV. AN APPROXIMATE SOLUTION TO THE THREE FLAVOR PROBLEM
In Sec. III C, it was pointed out that the three flavor seesaw [7] problem amounts to rearranging products of matrices in SL(3, C). Since a general, analytical, solution is not available, we will turn to an approximate solution which is physically relevant.
For the three neutrino problem, it is known that the (23) angle is near maximal, the (13) angle is small, and that the (12) angle is probably large. This suggests that, to a good approximation, the three flavor problem can be decomposed into two, two flavor problem. To implement this scenario, let us consider the 3 × 3 matrix M −1
The neutrino matrix, with m D diagonal and U = I for simplicity of presentation, since the general case can be easily incorporated as in Eq. (2), is given by
It is convenient to introduce, in addition to the Gell-Mann λ matrices, λ 9 and λ 10 ,
We may now write
Then, the (23) submatrix of m ν can be diagonalized, 
Now, the (13) . In this case, we can rotate away the (13) element of m ν without changing its other elements by assuming that the angle of rotation is small,
After this somewhat laborious route, we see that the diagonalization of m ν can be finally achieved by working solely in the (12) sector. The crucial assumption for the success of this procedure is that tan ψ ≪ 1. Otherwise the (13) rotation e −iψλ 5 will generate nonnegligible elements all over the matrix m ν . Although the exact condition for tan ψ ≪ 1 seems complicated, in practice, as long as the elements B and D in M −1 R are reasonably small, the approximation is valid.
Fortunately, it is known that in reality the physical (13) rotation angle is small. This means that for any successful m ν , the above approximation is appropriate. In this case, the three neutrino problem is reduced to two, two-flavor problem. In particular, two popular scenarios, the bimaximal or single maximal models, can be accommodated.
V. CONCLUSION
Recent experimental data have revealed two striking features of the intrinsic properties of the neutrinos. One, as expected, they are very light. Two, perhaps surprisingly, at least some of their mixing angles are large, or even maximal. The seesaw model provides a natural explanation of the lightness. However, the story of the mixing angles is more complicated. In the seesaw model, the neutrino mixing matrix can be written as UW , where U comes from the left-handed rotation which diagonalizes the Dirac mass matrix, and W , defined in Eq. (7), is induced from the right-handed sector of the model. For two flavors, the analytic solution for W shows that, when there is a mass hierarchy in m D , the mixing angle in W is greatly suppressed for most of the available parameter space. However, in a very small region, which we exhibited explicitly in Sec.II, the mixing angle can be large. In addition, this region may be divided roughly into two parts. In one, characterized by γ ≈ π/4, the physical neutrino masses are nearly degenerate. In the other, in which the Majorana mass eigenvalues are hierarchical, the neutrino masses can be either hierarchical or nearly degenerate. This behavior of W has interesting theoretical implications.
Since the neutrino mixing matrix is given by UW , there are three obvious possibilities which can lead to large mixing. A) U contains large angles but W ≃ I; B) both U and W contribute appreciably and they add up to form large mixing; C) U ≃ I but the large angle is in W . Corresponding to these possibilities we have three different physical scenarios. A) With W ≃ I, the physical neutrino masses are highly hierarchical. The burden for the model builders is to find a credible theory which makes U almost maximal naturally. B) This scenario seems the least likely to be implemented. This is a "just-so" solution whereby the Dirac and Majorana sectors must conspire to make the resultant angle large. C) Here, U ≃ I is quite reasonable from quark-lepton symmetry, which leads naturally to U ∼ U CKM . The challenge is to find a mechanism whereby the parameters in the seesaw model lies naturally in the narrow range for large mixing.
The analyses given above are for the case of two flavors. However, in the approximation of a small (13) angle, we have found that the three flavor problem is reduced to two, two flavor problems. We thus do not expect qualitatively different physics for this case.
In conclusion, the neutrino mixing matrix (masses and mixing angles) implied by the seesaw model has rather intriguing properties. To accommodate large mixing angles, there are just a few limited options available. These conditions should be helpful in the search of a viable neutrino mass matrix. We hope to return to this topic in the future. 
